Conscription: Between the Horns

In a recent debate about an all-volunteer force, William A. Galston correctly argued that society risks much by ignoring the issue of justice, and Robert K. Fullinwider pointed out that compulsory service can cause more harm than good. The author contends that service should be rewarded by support for education, which would undercut unearned privilege and create a corps of future civic leaders.
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Bragging, Boasting, and Crowing: The Ethics of Sharing One’s Glad Tidings with Others

To support her view of why bragging seems morally problematic, Mills finds that braggers monopolize conversation, paint a distorted picture of their lives, and use their good news to justify their inflated sense of self worth.

Claudia Mills

A National Character

Based on evidence that he gambled on Major League baseball games, player and manager Pete Rose was banned from participation in professional baseball and barred from possible inclusion in the Hall of Fame. The general dissatisfaction expressed about his fate stems in part from the undeservedly incomplete consideration of ethical questions raised by his experience.

Verna V. Gehring

Globalization’s Major Inconsistencies

Globalization and free trade advocates support the free flow of goods, services, and capital across national boundaries. Yet at the same time they insist that migration of labor should not be free, revealing some tensions and weaknesses in the free trade and globalization position.

Herman E. Daly
In the previous issue of the Quarterly, William A. Galston and Robert K. Fullinwider engaged in debate on the merits of conscription. The day after I read their competing articles for the first time, Internet service provider America Online (AOL) carried on its “Welcome Page” the following headline, “Is war worth 87 million? Bush tells us we must sacrifice.” Although the presidential speech the previous weekend had concentrated on monetary sacrifice, other more important sacrifices are asked for. The night I read the articles posted on AOL I realized that it was the first time in awhile that I did not see another one, two, or three portraits of dead US military personnel that typically end the nightly news program, the Jim Lehrer “Newshour.” Since these memorials put a human face onto what otherwise might be a dry and academic debate, it is appropriate to begin a deliberation of Galston’s proposal for universal service conscription with consideration of the faces involved.

I doubt that I am the only person in the US who is sick at heart to witness this regular and morbid parade of dead youth across our screens. One learns from the accompanying captions that these individuals are primarily of blue collar and rural extraction, and for the most part barely out of their teenage years. This is extremely sad. Yet more dismaying perhaps is that some are older. These are the fathers. One or two in their fifties are possibly grandfathers. The pictures of young women killed are harder still to bear. These are men and women who have entered the service of their country in what is probably for most a commendable attempt at self-improvement tempered by a strong ethic of public service. They are engaged in a very difficult mission devised by an administration remarkably impenetrable to civil debate. They are posted in a hostile country with a bad climate many thousands of miles from home—in many cases away from their own young families. That some of them are injured, while others are killed is a consideration that seems to me to outweigh all others. Whatever our beliefs about the war, they are dying in our service. This mortality is not, as some eminently liberal Washingtonian friends opposed to the war recently tried to convince me at a dinner, a minor consequence of the chosen profession of the people involved. The wounding and dying are not the failure of OSHA (the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, which regulates worker safety) but is the closest thing to sacred that a secular state can observe. Harm, and even death, is, or should be, a deliberate and careful act of sacrificial self-defense on the part of a threatened democratic state. (If it is not, then the deaths of several hundred Americans and British, and those of thousands of Iraqis and others now should weigh on the consciences of the authors of the war.)

The Unfair Burden

If my words seem overly passionate, there is reason for them. I have some personal experience with all this. Enlisting at seventeen in the British Royal Air Force, for more than six years I served in comparative happiness and fulfillment as an aircraft technician and rescue party leader. Then the government of Margaret Thatcher mounted what seemed to me, and most of the folk in my home region, a concerted and physically brutal attack on the rights of workers and the unemployed: another “limited war” planned by neo-conservatives. When the policy on the European placement of American short-range nuclear missiles provoked a further reaction from feminists and environmentalists, and my own girlfriend was caught “manning” the barricades stormed by police, I was sick at heart. It was time to leave. After pressing my case at a military tribunal, I was permitted an honorable discharge as a conscientious objector. Helping to save lives as a military rescuer, I was able to learn the great value of military service in a just cause. Pressed by conscience into an early discharge, I can easily understand the great individual and collective harm done by compulsion.
I differ, then, from Bob Fullinwider, who seems to believe that it is safe for a democracy not to distribute such sacrifice around more equitably, the usual prescription for which is called a draft. It is also clear, although the administration continues to prevaricate on the point, that fresh forces are now needed to relieve the strain on the overburdened regular force. Recent announcements from both the UK and the US about adding new forces and further lengthening the tours for both part-time and regular soldiers already in Iraq amply demonstrate the need.

If Britain and the United States must continue to expend both blood and treasure in places like Iraq and Afghanistan, it is patently and dangerously unfair that the burden of shedding blood is placed upon middle and lower class youth. Yet Bill Galston’s plea for a program of universal national service to lessen the injustice is patently unworkable. Even the eighteenth century political philosopher John Stuart Mill, the authority cited by Galston for the “fair share” argument, would be forced to concede that the monumental disutility created by such a scheme might easily outweigh the utility. Disutilities would occur not only in the minds of those drafted. As Fullinwider points out, our military probably would want only a fraction of the new forces, condemning the rest to some domestic service program, a new and ill-formed Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), the details of which Galston does not provide. One finds a dilemma: on one hand is a “spectatorial” democracy, in which some merely watch while others serve and die. On the other horn of the dilemma one finds the misuse of the state’s powers to coerce all young people into what will clearly become a make-work and vacuous service in homeless shelters, inner-city schools and the military.

Since neither extreme is tolerable, there must be some middle ground between the horns.

A Failure to Appreciate Harm

Fullinwider concedes that a draft is legitimate if it is necessary for national defense. But he disputes that a draft is needed now. Additionally, he cites that such interference will no doubt reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of the force, at least in part because it will reduce the overall quality and tractability of recruits. These considerations are the basis for his contention that the All-Volunteer Force (AVF) should be left as is. The personnel recruited must be of good quality; therefore draftees are not welcome. There is no mercenary impulse to worry about, since the people involved know what they are getting into.

But do we know what we are getting into? As an unintended consequence of his defense of the status quo, Fullinwider belittles the distinct harm that is done when our volunteers come home to their relatives in aluminum coffins or wheelchairs. It must be extremely hard to explain to some of these parents, wives, husbands, and children that their loves died as a consequence of a career choice. To make it more than that, the civic life of a democratic nation still requires, even in the age of globalization, the perpetuation of the civic myth of democratic service. It is even better if it is not actually a myth. We have to respect military and other national service over and above its career components. Service cannot safely be restricted either to elites or to lower classes or minorities, since to do so aids in the perpetuation of both. As Galston forcefully argues, service must be spread out over society as evenly as possible.

At the same time, however, Galston fails to appreciate the unequal but distinct harm nonetheless that is done when a sovereign person is compelled in any way. Conscription, whether for the military or a wider range of service options, is compulsion. If it is not slavery, then those who are conscripted are likely to act like slaves in the absence of any better argument for their service; they will be stubborn and intractable. The reason why draftees fought so well in the Second World War and for the early part of the Cold War—and by comparison so poorly in Vietnam—is because they accepted the reasons given for their service and, by extension, the authority of the state and the leaders who sent them. They were not, in most cases, fully compelled, but instead they were quite willing to serve. Because some in the ranks were compelled and unwilling, the Vietnam war was often indifferently fought. The continued willingness of volunteers in Iraq depends in large part on how well their burdens are distributed, and on how strongly they believe in the mission and its progenitors’ sincerity. The Bush administration is beginning to see that willingness erode.

Even a nation that enjoys an enduring and vigorous ethic of universal military service might eventually...

---

Bob Fullinwider seems to believe that it is safe for a democracy not to distribute...sacrifice around more equitably.

Bill Galston’s plea for a program of universal national service to lessen the injustice is patently unworkable.
regret the use of universal compulsion for other reasons. Germans who resisted compulsion in the same period were likely to find themselves in prison or quickly dead, to the everlasting shame of that state. Willy Brandt, former premier of Germany, would agree. He escaped to Norway during World War II, where he resisted German occupation. Following the defeat of Nazism, he became, of course, a hero. The students of the White Rose Resistance, one of very few German anti-war protests in the Second World War, are rightly heroes to their country today. Their story, too rarely told in the US, demonstrates the extreme nature of the harm from universal compulsion in a time of attenuated conscience.

At that time, many people of conscience—Mennonites, Brethren, Amish, and Quakers—became smokejumpers, farm-workers, firefighters, and medics, trading horse and buggy for pack and Pulaski and other tools. Pacifists performed alternative service to their honor and that of the nation that had, belatedly, realized the civic value of their conscience and organized Alternative Service. If the German Reich had included enough such people (if they hadn’t evicted them to America several centuries earlier), it is possible that the Holocaust could have been avoided. A similar, although less well-worked out conscience on the part of American youth ended the Vietnam War after My Lai and other disasters brought home the fact that is was the wrong war, in the wrong place, at the wrong time. A system of just civic service must therefore honor service and conscience while avoiding compulsion.

Fullinwider’s solution continues the status quo, and the parade of doomed and underprivileged youth continues on nightly news programs.

A draft is therefore a civic myth: a unicorn. There is no such animal. Democratic service is not achieved by the compulsion of the state, but by the individual consent of those who serve. It will not work to draft youth for a war with which they disagree. They will not fight the war; the war will then be lost. Their disagreement, however, is not something to be hated and despised, as it so often is by conservatives and so-called patriots. It is instead a national treasure of sorts, since it is just that disagreement that can stop a nation that is about to propel itself into an unjust or unnecessary war, as did Nazi Germany in the late 1930s, as did the US in 1963 and 1964. As we might have done just recently.

Impasse. Fullinwider’s solution continues the status quo, and the parade of doomed and underprivileged youth continues on nightly news programs. Galston’s solution will not work practically; it encourages stubborn, intractable behavior, and discourages protest. Neither is actually tolerable. For myself, I would like to see President Bush, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfowitz, and the rest pulling guard duty in Baghdad. If they were to be killed, I’d give them the same empty ceremony that is provided to the rest of the returning dead. But this is juvenile pique, venting, mere name-calling. It is not a long-term solution, a solution that will outlast the neo-conservatives. And the problem is clearly not “who serves” as much as “who leads.”

Between the Horns: Service and Education

A route between the horns is mentioned, but not examined fully, by both Galston and Fullinwider. They refer to the system of benefits available for the current volunteer service programs within and without the military. There’s a policy that I like! I am a professor at an inexpensive private college that serves students of lower and middle class extraction, and my students regularly take part in these programs as a way of broadening their horizons and saving money for college. On any given day, my classes will contain twenty students, of whom one or possibly two will have served an enlistment in the armed services. One may be an active member of the National Guard, and a much larger number are, have been, or will be volunteers for outfits like AmeriCorps, our rural fire department and rescue ambulance, college search and rescue team, or sheriff’s department. Recent internships supported by the college have included service as diverse as search and rescue in Yosemite National Park, civic service with non-profit organizations in Washington, DC, or work with our local food bank. Our students serve, and we are proud of them.

At other times in my college teaching career, I have taught at places where the average incomes of parents were a lot higher, and the average esteem for service of any kind much lower. I much prefer my students now. But without the connections that the wealthy enjoy, in a world of “it’s not what you know, but who you know,” my students will struggle after college, and they know it, and I hate the thought. I can’t abolish the other kinds of schools and other kinds of students, the
ones where service is not in the curriculum and where procession through life is assured by connections.

But I want to reduce their effect on society, and increase the effect of students like my own. I need a way, as does Galston, to encourage the civic participation of students from deserving backgrounds, a way to train them, and many more of them, to be the leaders of the kind of society in which I want to live. Fullinwider accuses Galston of “social engineering.” I agree, and say we need more of it, and better targeted. There’s nothing intrinsically wrong with the engineering of incentives. In fact, when I was at the University of Maryland’s School of Public Affairs, more than one of Galston and Fullinwider’s eminent colleagues explained at length on taxing “bads” and subsidizing goods. To not pay attention to such things, it was quite soberly explained, was to run the risk of perverse results. Perverted results are clearly what we have in a society where we throw off political leadership of the present sort. A long-term solution would replace the leadership pool of society with more deserving characters.

To tax the bad of non-service while sponsoring the good of service, one needs a place to grasp the “mone-
tary handles.” That place is college. The route between the horns needs to 1.) achieve Galston’s goal of reorgan-
izing incentives in society to foster service and civic participation, 2.) observe Fullinwider’s standards of non-compulsion and non-interference with the AVF, and 3.) address my own strong preference for a college system that reduces elitism in society and recognizes service to society. The first step is not the revision of the military or even the AmeriCorps program, but of the Federal Student Aid Program.

Service to government and society in general is best repaid by strong government support for education and career building. Both Galston and Fullinwider refer to the increasing need for education in the armed forces. Revising student aid in favor of service is one way to provide a stronger link between colleges and the military, a link Galston says is sorely needed. Similar beneficiaries would include the Peace Corps, Americorps/VISTA, inner city and rural schools, hospitals, environmental and social service providers. Instead of reinstituting Selective Service boards all around the country, I advocate elected National Service boards, whose job it would be to distribute financial aid for higher education on the basis of some-thing like a one-to-one distribution, say one year of service to the greater community earns one year of support for education and training for young people to progress in life. This is a rate deliberately higher (times three or four) than that offered currently through the GI Bill, in effect a reinforcement of that benefit and its yet further extension to nonmilitary service. Prospective students applying for aid would demonstrate that they have participated in service by producing approved documentation such as records of military service or supporting letters from social service agencies. Aid would go for all kinds of college and university work, but also for technical skills training and the like. A revolving door would be instituted in which high school graduates serve to earn their bac-
calauaretes, and then return to service to earn advanced degrees. The accession of graduates to higher posts in civic life, business, and government would create a better understanding of service at that level, and ensure fair and just recruitment practices. Nepotism and favor would be steadily eliminated.

One fully-intended consequence would be to dra-
matically increase and ease the pathways by which youth from underprivileged backgrounds become leaders in all walks of life and in society in general. There would be no compulsion, since students are not compelled to take federal financial aid. Students from wealthy families where service is disregarded would not be penalized, but would eventually find it harder to do what they are accustomed to doing: secure college places and jobs denied those with merit. Students from wealthy families who serve meaningfully would be at no disadvantage. But for students from rough and difficult backgrounds, the pathway to success would be much clearer. There would be no harm to persons of conscience, since they would find ample outlet in the various forms of service allowed by the boards. There would be no harm to religious minorities, such as Mormans, cited by Galston, whose local boards would presumably adjust to local conditions and, for instance, allow non-religious missionary service in the overseas clinics already run by that church.

Possible Objections
Some will argue that this scheme would fail to fulfill the requirements of equality and universality insisted on by Galston. My response: Conscription was never really universal. People are intrinsically unequal in lots of ways. There were always ways out of the draft, for instance, and many of these loopholes contribute greatly to the dishonesty of individuals and society in general. Were those Vietnam-era draft dodgers who went to Canada and who were later pardoned by President Carter equal in conscience to the Peace Church youth who went to prison? Was it equal ser-
vice to be made an army cook at home during the second World War, or to be a fighter pilot? Of course not. One finds intrinsic inequalities among people and their contributions. Requiring equality from life is akin to requiring blood from a stone. Wise people usually settle for justice, best decided by a jury of peers, in this case a national service board. It would be a far more just world if the people who were most likely to die in the next Iraq war were also the people whose expertise and leadership would be sought out after the conflict, if the returning 20 year-old GIs could become 21 year-old college students, and 25 year-old graduates with good job prospects.

Others will argue that the scheme fails to fulfill the requirement of non-interference with the AVF that is recommended by Fullinwider. I doubt that this will be a problem in practice. It might instead increase the quality and quantity of the pool of applicants upon which the military must draw. In a world where the profession of arms becomes increasingly technical, linking military service directly to college help would probably be a boon. And, as recent events have taught us, we need more troops.

Finally, it might be argued that my scheme reinforces a possible mercenary quality in today’s AVF. I disagree. Galston cites Stephen Hess on the social value of serving at low rank with no sign of a “light at the end of the tunnel.” There’s a further applicable fact about tunnel vision in today’s youth. For most of our youngsters of the instant-gratification era, the reasons they enlist or take volunteer service will almost certainly be good and wholesome; their time horizon is typically too limited for it to be otherwise. The reward of college support will be known and understood, but as a carrot it will be less attractive compared to the others available: seeing the world, doing adventurous things, making a difference. The stick that drives them, of course, is us: their parents and teachers, from whom they wish to be removed as fast as humanly possible.

Conclusion

To summarize my argument: Galston is entirely correct to state that society risks much by ignoring the issue of justice in service institutionalized in the current AVF. The nightly parade of dead, largely lower- and middle-class faces across our screens is a great and terrible harm and a gross injustice. The burdens need to be shared. Fullinwider also is correct to say that compulsory service can create more harm than good. I contend that we should link service more closely to civil society through far stronger support for education, working at the same time to undercut unearned privilege and create a corps of future civic leaders beyond compare in history. That’s what we really need, not a draft.
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As a first attempt to understand bragging, one might look to the world of baseball. Baseball legend Dizzy Dean is alleged to have quipped, “Braggin’s only when you ain’t got nothin’ to back it up.” Another baseball player, Al Oliver, agrees: “There’s no such thing as bragging. You’re either lying or telling the truth.” So it may seem that someone can be held to be engaged in bragging only if her claims about herself are somehow exaggerated or overstated. But, contra these esteemed sluggers, it seems that even truthful claims about oneself can count as bragging. Many of the most irritating braggarts of my acquaintance make claims about themselves and their accomplishments, or about their children and their children’s accomplishments, that are arguably (and sickeningly) true. There is a story about me that, when I was a child, I greeted a new child on the playground by saying, “Hi, I’m the smartest girl in the school. Who are you?” If I actually did this—and I hope the story is apocryphal—I wouldn’t have been bragging even if I was indeed the smartest girl in the school.

I want to approach this topic from a different angle, looking not at the truth or falsehood of the alleged braggart’s claims, but at what they evidence about her relations to others. In writing on the related topic of arrogance, Valerie Tiberius and John D. Walker have suggested that arrogance is best understood not in terms of the accuracy or inaccuracy of the content of the arrogant person’s beliefs about himself; instead, they understand arrogance as an interpersonal matter: the arrogant person draws on his beliefs about himself to structure “his relationships in hierarchical, nonreciprocal ways.” But on the account I wish to pursue here, why bragging per se should be judged as morally problematic becomes more of a puzzle.

Suppose something nice has happened to me. Suppose I have just had a paper accepted by a prestigious journal or had one of my books win an award. It isn’t bragging if I tell this to my mother. Indeed, one of my chief faults as a daughter is that I find it so hard to share my good news with my mother because I know she’s going to gush and make a truly ridiculous fuss over me about it. My mother is thrilled by any shred of good news about me; to share that good news with her is to give her a gift. Why is this? I submit it is because she identifies with me closely enough that my good news is her good news; a good thing that happens to me delights her as much, if not more, as a good thing that happens to her—indeed, a good thing that happens to me is a good thing that happens to her.

I might also share my good news with a colleague who gave me earlier, very helpful comments on a draft of the paper, or with my writing group who critiqued earlier versions of my book. They, too, have a stake in my success with this project, because of their contributions to it. My good friends, too, want to hear my good news, so I might rush off an e-mail alerting them to it. They want to hear my good news because they genuinely care about me.

But here one has to be more careful. Do these friends really want to hear my good news? Do they genuinely care about me? Sometimes these assumptions turn out, alas, to be unfounded. I have one friend who sends me e-mails all the time about the great glories her daughter achieves on the high-school stage and the raves her teacher offers about her at parent-teacher conferences; indeed, I even know this girl’s GPA out to three deci-
mal points. I always write back something like, “Great news! Congrats to Karen!” But if the truth be told, I really don’t want to hear this so-called great news and don’t particularly feel like heaping further congratulations upon Karen. But my friend thinks I do. That is to say, she thinks that I am more of a friend than I really am; she thinks I share her joy in her daughter’s success more than I really do.

My puzzle is: why doesn’t this say something bad about me, rather than bad about this friend? The person sharing the good news, in a way that I want to identify as bragger, is assuming that I don’t suffer from petty faults like jealousy and envy and spite. Of course some braggers don’t make this assumption: they assume that I do suffer from these faults and their project is precisely to arouse, exquisitely, these negative and painful emotions in me. But I don’t want to define braggarting in terms of the intentions behind the relevant behavior, but in terms of the behavior itself. Most of the braggers I know aren’t mean-spirited like this. Anthony Trollope wrote appreciatively of his mother that “She could dance with other people’s legs, eat and drink with other people’s palates, be proud with the lustre of other people’s finery. Every mother can do this for her own daughters; but she could do it for any girl. . . . ” Many braggers seem to be acting on the assumption that their audience is . . . able to be proud with the lustre of everyone else’s finery.

Many braggers seem to be acting on the assumption that their audience is someone like Trollope’s mother, able to be proud with the lustre of everyone else’s finery. Why isn’t this a generous, rather than problematic, assumption to make about one’s audience? Well, some braggers, such as Karen’s mother, simply spend too much time telling others their good news: they are narcissists who monopolize a conversation. It isn’t the quality of what they say, but the quantity, that poses at least part of the ethical problem. In any conversation, even between the closest of intimates, there is some presumption of parity in conversational space: you say something, then I say something, then you say something. We take turns. Some of the braggers of my acquaintance don’t take turns, don’t leave any room in the conversation for the other person to offer her items of achievement for reciprocal congratulation. The only lines they leave for others in the conversational script are “Great!” or “Congrats to Karen!” This same dynamic can be present in non-bragging conversations as well. Consider Socrates’ conversation about the founding of the ideal city with Glaucon and Adeimantus in the Republic. Despite his alleged dislike of speechifying, he offers lengthy paragraphs punctuated only by his interlocutors’ occasional exclamations, “That’s true,” and “Apparently,” and “It looks like it.” Indeed, even those sharing not their good news, but their bad news, with others, can be guilty of a narcissistic monopolizing of the others’ attention. I have another friend who has been in a bad marriage since 1985. My family always knows when I’m the phone to her because they hear, on my end, long long periods of silence, and then “That’s awful!” and “How could he?” At the end of an hour of her venting, she tends to remember that there is indeed a person at the other end of the phone, and exclaims, “But what about you! Now let’s talk about you!” But at that point we both realize that we’ve talked on the phone long distance quite long enough. So one problem with at least some forms of bragging is that the bragger talks too much about herself, essentially erasing the other party to the conversation. But this doesn’t locate a distinctive problem with bragging. Some braggers don’t dominate a conversation; they just briskly and efficiently deliver the news of their stunning accomplishments and move on. And many non-braggers dominate conversations as well.

Setting aside the issue of the quantity of comments one makes about oneself we might also raise the issue of the balance of positive to negative comments about oneself. A report of something wonderful seems less braggy if it is balanced by periodic reports of something terrible. My son Gregory was reading over my shoulder one day as I was sending an e-mail to my friend Brenda, in which I mentioned how good Gregory’s last report card had been. “But, Mommy, that’s bragging!” he told me, shocked at my breach of manners and taste. But what he didn’t know was that my last e-mail to Brenda had been full of my anguish over many other family faults and failings. I tell Brenda everything, and she tells me everything, bad and good, good and bad. The bragger tends to report only the good. Even here, however, we can say in defense of the bragger: isn’t it more cheering and brightening to be someone who shares the good, but not the bad, who shares the positive but nobly hides the negative? “Smile, and the world smiles with you; cry, and you cry alone.” But the bragger seems to be someone who is painting a deceptively positive picture of herself: “I am a person to whom only good things happen.” Thus, to return to the earlier thoughts about the truth or falsehood of a bragger’s claims about herself: while each individual bragging statement may be true on its face, the overall picture the bragger presents may nonetheless be false, because of strategic omissions. All the positive things she says about herself are indeed true, but she neglects to mention counter-balancing negative things about herself that are equally true. Thus the overall picture presented is deceptive.
And, indeed, still on the topic of truth and falsehood here, while I began by claiming that at least some braggers are truthful in reporting actual achievements that are clearly, by any measure, achievements, at least some braggers are not. While I don’t think it is characteristic of the bragger to lie about her achievements, it is certainly characteristic of many braggers to rank their achievements as higher than they are—for example, to think that their quite ordinary children show signs of remarkable genius. Now, some of this is perhaps estimable—perhaps it is a good thing that parents err on the side of over-appreciation of their children. I myself don’t think this—I’ve worked with too many adults who were over-appreciated by their parents as children—but many people do see fond over-estimation of their children’s abilities as a mark of appropriate parental love. One could also overestimate oneself in this way, less appealingly, by providing an honest statement of the facts regarding one’s achievements, but nonetheless ranking these achievements higher than they objectively deserve to be ranked.

For this reason, in my view, it is morally preferable to share a wonderful fact about oneself rather than a wonderful assessment of oneself. The fact has a kind of neutrality on its face (though I will challenge this alleged neutrality shortly). But assessments are overtly self-satisfied. Thus, I have one friend who told me that his daughter had just flown to New York to play the violin at Carnegie Hall. Well, yes, that is pretty impressive. However, another friend told me, without offering any similar support for the claim, that his daughter’s violin-playing was “superb.” That feels much more like a parent’s over-estimation of his child’s ability and just not the thing that one can say possibly say in a non-bragging way about oneself or one’s children. I can share news of a prize I have won; but I don’t think I can tell even a close friend how fully and richly I think the prize was deserved. Thus, I coach graduate students...
writing job letters to learn to write in a way that seems to be merely reporting facts that display their wonderfulness, without having to call attention explicitly to their wonderfulness itself. You can mention your teaching award; you can’t tell them outright that you’re the greatest thing since sliced bread. When I worked as a book editor, preparing publicity for a series of academic books, I even drew up a list of ostensibly descriptive words that carried an evaluative charge. “Ground-breaking” was one. You can describe a book on your own list as “ground-breaking.” It’s more dubious to describe it as “brilliant.”

But, as we think more about the distinction between the facts of one’s achievements themselves and the way in which one assesses and evaluates these facts, the distinction starts to blur. Here, as elsewhere in philosophy, the fact/value distinction can’t bear the weight we would want to place upon it. If we’re talking about the ethics of sharing one’s good news with others, we need to think for a moment about what we mean by news. News, by definition, is something new, different, that is to say, out of the ordinary. Even to view myself as having good news to share is to view myself as having something that others, by and large, do not have. Nozick’s best line in *Anarchy, State, and Utopia* is that we don’t assess ourselves as pretty good for having an opposable thumb and speaking at least one language. The only exception here is that parents do seem to want to share news with others of the most universally achievable milestones reached by their children: Tommy rolled over! Johnny walked! Sally made peepee! The problem here, and now I think we’re drawing close to the heart of what bothers us, or at least me, about bragging, is that estimation of achievement is fundamentally competitive. The braggart isn’t one who says he is better than he really is, as much as the one who says he is better than others are, or better than you are. Indeed, even complainers can manifest this same self-preening assumption. They complain that they are getting less than their due, when it is clear that they think their due is far greater than what others are due, or what you are due. For example, I’ve had friends at the university complain to me about their obscenely low salaries—which salaries were tens of thousands of dollars higher than mine. Now sometimes this is just good-natured universal griping that all of our salaries are too low. But if the assumption is that their salaries are especially low, and ground a special grievance, then one can’t help but note the essentially comparative nature of the complaint: “My salary, while much higher than yours, is nonetheless lower than what I, but not you, are due.”

Now, I have to say that sometimes braggers who accurately locate their own phenomenally high merits delight me rather than irritate me. A *Reader’s Digest* article reports that when Irving Berlin finished writing “White Christmas,” he crowed to one of his associates, “This isn’t just the best song I’ve ever written, it’s the best song anybody’s ever written.” Here Berlin does everything I’ve just said you shouldn’t do: give an overt assessment of yourself, rather than simply report a fact about yourself, and do it in an explicitly comparative way, where, indeed, the comparative class that you have bested is the entire rest of the world. And yet this kind of crowing has a certain appeal. One reason may be that, because there is a social taboo against bragging, it can be refreshing to see it defied in such an in-your-face way. Even though I’m basically defending the prohibition against bragging, there is something satisfying when bad boys and girls flagrantly break certain rules. It can also just be fun to witness unabashed, unrestrained, infectious delight in anything, even in oneself. I think here of the song from some musical that goes, “Will everyone here kindly step to the rear and let a winner lead the way?” Or Maria in *West Side Story* singing “I’m Pretty” to her mirror. It can get tiring to be around cringing, abject, apologetic people with no self-esteem and refreshing to be with someone who can say, “Damn it, I’m GOOD.” Similarly, there is something thrilling, I submit, about being in the presence of genius, and genius that recognizes itself as genius, because after all, how could it not? Mozart knew he was good. “White Christmas,” sung by Bing Crosby, did go on to become the number one best-selling single of all time. In Noel Streatfeild’s wonderful children’s classic, *Ballet Shoes*, Posy Fossil knows that she is destined to become one of the world’s greatest ballerinas. “When I dance,” Posy tells her sisters, “nobody else will do instead of me; they’ll come to see me, and if I’m not there, they’ll just go home.” While Pauline and Petrova promptly snub her for the remark, Petrova later goes to sleep “puzzling over what Posy had just said. She did not believe it was conceitiveness when Posy said things like that, but it certainly was when Pauline did. Why?”

Part of the answer to Petrova’s question may be that when Posy says this it is simply true—forcing us to acknowledge again the partial truth of the accuracy account of bragging. But the other part of the answer is that when someone is *that* good, competition, at least for most of us, ceases to be an issue. I may compete against my colleagues in the philosophy department, but I don’t see myself as competing against John Stuart...
Mill. In fact, when I was in graduate school at Princeton, I felt I was in the presence of so many truly brilliant philosophers that nothing about their achievement diminished me. We were batting in different leagues altogether.

But now I need to say that this is true of very few of my bragger acquaintances. Perhaps one of the most irritating features of their braggadocio is that it seems to think that they are utterly out of my league in this way, so that I will be honored rather than depressed by recognition of their greatness. They think that just knowing a prodigy like their Sophie is an enormous honor and privilege for me. But I can tell you right now: it is not!

Along these same lines, reflecting on how true greatness doesn’t diminish others, there is some news that is indeed too wonderful not to share, where deliberate silence about one’s good news could only be viewed as making extremely uncharitable assumptions about one’s audience. For example, there was a time when I and many of my friends were struggling with infertility. Then one by one, each friend in the circle finally became pregnant. It was always an awkward moment when the news of the forthcoming blessed event was announced to others who had previously shared the painful camaraderie of the infertile. For the news had to be shared—it would soon be all too visible and public anyway. And the news was received by others in the circle with some pain and almost a sense of betrayal—why her, and not me? how could she abandon me in this way? But when I had friends who made too much of this kind of worry—poor Claudia! how can I tell her my great and amazing news?—it began to seem insulting to me, rather than merely considerate of my understandably delicate feelings. For I was certainly a big enough person to be able to celebrate someone else’s joy in this way. After all, I would have had to have been pretty sick and self-absorbed not to be deeply glad that a dear friend was achieving her desperately desired dream.

We have come full circle now, to our initial question: why don’t we see the garden-variety bragger in this same way, as willing to assume that I am a big enough person to be able to share his joy in his success? Well, to recapitulate some of our earlier points: 1) many braggers monopolize the conversation, taking up too much space relating their good news; 2) many braggers, even while presenting their good news accurately, nonetheless paint an overall distorted picture of their lives by failing to share any of their counterbalancing bad news; 3) many braggers, even while presenting their good news accurately, nonetheless have a false sense of the significance of this news, using it to ground a higher evaluation of themselves than is objectively justified; 4) many braggers at least implicitly take their good news to ground a favorable comparison to others, and in particular, to you.
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Now, perhaps I still haven’t answered the question of why this latter feature of bragging should bother me so much. Why is it so terrible if someone else scores better than I do at the comparison in question? Well, in my defense, I can say first that the bragger thinks this is significant, or she wouldn’t take the time and energy to brag: for her, scoring higher than someone else, scoring higher than me, is news worth reporting. All I can say here is that the perhaps generous assumption made by the bragger, that while she is competitive enough to want to announce her success to me, I am, by contrast, a completely non-competitive person who will selflessly delight in hearing about her success, is simply false. And I suspect that the assumption that you are a completely non-competitive person is simply false, as well. We may want to work together to diminish such competitive feelings, for, as Rawls has told us, envy is irrational and collectively disadvantageous: why, after all, should I wish that someone else has less of x if it doesn’t give me a whit more of it? Why should I wish for another’s diminishment for its own sake? And I don’t—or at least, I hardly ever do, the occasional pleasures of schadenfreude aside. (A new book explores the phenomenon of our barely suppressed glee when, according to its title, “Bad Things Happen to Other People.”) But a certain degree of competitiveness seems either hard-wired into human beings as animal creatures striving for success in nature’s mating game, or encouraged by our capitalist culture. We remain complex, competitive, flawed human beings who can only stand so much good news—to paraphrase the writer Anne Lamott—about “some of the most awful, angry, undeserving [people] you know—people who are, in other words, not you.”
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Baseball is something more than a game to an American boy; it is his training field for life work. Destroy his faith in its squareness and honesty and you have destroyed something more; you have planted suspicion of all things in his heart.
—Kenesaw Mountain Landis

I’d be willing to bet you, if I was a betting man, that I have not bet on baseball.
—Pete Rose

**Introduction**

Baseball player and manager Pete Rose once observed about himself, “I was raised but I never grew up.” That honest observation captures perhaps the most cherished aspect of baseball: its power to transform the adult who—in all other parts of his life might be considered, as Rose is by some, “not a balanced personality” and “self-absorbed”—back into the elemental and joyfully single-minded child.

A member of Cincinnati’s “Big Red Machine,” Pete Rose was arguably its greatest player. In nearly a quarter century with the Reds, and later with the Phillies and the Expos, Rose (nicknamed “Charlie Hustle” by Whitey Ford, who aimed to capture Rose’s intense physical style) earned 4,256 hits, breaking Ty Cobb’s fifty-seven year record. Maybe less from modesty than from the recognition that he batted 2,300 more times than Cobb, Rose assessed his achievement in this way: “I’m not the greatest hitter ever, I just got the most hits.” Rose also set a record for the most games played (3,562) and for the most at bats (14,053). In addition to having the most hits of all time, Rose holds the record for most singles (3,215); he collected at least 100 hits in his first 23 seasons, had more than 200 hits in a season ten times, and was the most prolific switch-hitter in history. Rose is also the only player to play 500 games at each of five different positions.

He seemed to be ending his career perfectly—managing the Reds from 1984 to 1989, and was a virtual certainty for selection to the Hall of Fame—until allegations that he gambled on baseball games abruptly dashed those expectations.

Pete Rose’s story is filled with bad decisions, bad habits, bad actors, and just plain bad luck. Over the years, most baseball fans—and even those not at all interested in the game—have voiced dissatisfaction with Rose’s fate. One might speculate that their dissatisfaction stems in part from the undeservedly incomplete consideration of ethical questions raised by his experience. At the heart of Pete Rose’s troubles is the question of whether we should honor someone’s contributions even if his or her character is deficient. How one answers that question depends on the ethical attitude one takes toward others—whether one has adopted an optimistic or a pessimistic stance in judging others’ motives and actions.

**The Power of Baseball**

Before looking to such considerations, it is useful to reflect briefly on baseball’s rich history, especially its tendency to both promote the ideal of spirited amateurism while at the same time putting that ideal to its greatest mercenary advantage. Examined through this lens, one can understand why Major League baseball would consider Rose’s involvement in gambling so scandalous, and why the outcome, while seemingly final, has an unresolved feel to it.

From its earliest days, baseball has both reflected and influenced America’s complex and often tension-filled culture, as well as the way Americans do business. It grew and flourished over a century that saw both ethnic integration and long-entrenched acceptance of practices that barred some citizens from full economic and political participation. Baseball instructed—and learned from—big business’s practice of exercising strict and paternalistic control over its workers, its shrewd management tactics, and its emphasis on image. Baseball lauded individualism as it busted unions; it sang paeans to the collective spirit as it paid a talented few extra under the table and underpaid the collective. Like American business, baseball reflected prevailing attitudes—and struggled with changing practices—about rewarding talent and skill over trickery and gall, and about whether to treasure the traditional or hasten its destruction in search of the brand new. One might say that baseball has never exactly been a game for children.

Baseball encouraged—and crafted—wonderful misremembrances and the creation of fables that its fans
have willed to be true. When Kenesaw Mountain Landis, baseball’s first commissioner, dedicated the Hall of Fame, in Cooperstown, NY, in 1939, the date was chosen to commemorate the hundredth anniversary of baseball’s invention by Abner Doubleday and its first game in an American farmer’s field. That account was a creation myth, challenged by more plausible possibilities, such as that the game evolved from the English game of “rounders.” Whatever its origins, by the early 1840’s baseball was recognizable as its own game, with “official” baseball games played on the spot that is now Madison Square Gardens.

The commercial side of baseball developed quickly. By 1863, the National Association of Base Ball Players defined a “professional player” as a man who “plays base ball for money, place, or emolument.” Shortly thereafter baseball began crafting its status as a special kind of business. By the 1870s, each club could “reserve,” or hold off the market, several players on its roster. The player who had no option of playing anywhere else could not demand a higher salary. Prior to the reserve system, salaries were about sixty percent of revenue; by the mid-1950s, and because of the reserve system, player salaries represented less than fifteen percent of revenue. Through a series of court cases—most importantly, the celebrated Curt Flood case of 1970—the reserve system was slowly dismantled in the mid-seventies, making way for the free agency system, and by the mid-90s player salaries returned to about fifty-five percent of revenue.

But the courts were not always a refuge from the economic power of baseball owners. The Supreme Court itself took a hand in creating the special status enjoyed by baseball, ruling that the 1890 Sherman Antitrust Act (which prohibits “any contract, combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade”) does not apply to baseball—it is kind of cartel, a “monopsony,” a labor market dominated by one employer. Memorably, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, writing for a unanimous Court, offered a “summary statement of the nature of the business of baseball.” Because baseball relies on “personal effort, not related to production, [it] is not the subject of commerce,” and Congress never intended antitrust to cover the sport. A later Court would remark that the day the he issued the Court’s decision “was not one of Mr. Justice Holmes’ happiest days”—though it was, as one would expect, a very happy day for organized baseball. And over the years, baseball executives, its players, and its union representatives, continue to test baseball’s special status, most recently in cases involving collusion among teams in the market for free agents.

Baseball executives also saw early on the importance of controlling baseball’s wholesome image among exuberant amateurs. Yet even in its early years, baseball and gambling were not a novel combination. In the nineteenth century, game-fixing (called “hippodroming”) was common; Brooklyn and Philadelphia even allowed open betting pools in their parks, just as horseracing tracks do today. In 1874 four members—the “Louisville Four”—were banned by the National League for planning to lose their league pennant race for the Louisville Grays. Baseball executives soon realized that any association with the criminal underworld would destroy baseball’s image. When details emerged of the infamous “Black Sox” scandal—in which eight White Sox players met with numerous gamblers, who offered them bribes to throw the 1919 World Series—baseball owners quickly created an office of the commissioner. They selected the federal judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis, who immediately banned the eight players for life, thereby ending the career of the great hitter and nearly certain Hall of Famer, “Shoeless” Joe Jackson. More recently, Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays were briefly banned from baseball (long after their retirements and election into the Hall of Fame) because they were spokesmen for Atlantic City gambling casinos. And Yankees owner George Steinbrenner was suspended from baseball in 1990 for two years for consorting with gamblers.

Given this brief history of baseball’s entwined commercial, legal, and image-building powers, one can see why allegations that Pete Rose had gambled on baseball games in which he participated as the manager of

Mindful of the sixty-year history of banishment from the game for gambling, Commissioner Peter Ueberroth, on receiving allegations in February 1989 concerning Rose, publicly announced he would begin an investigation. . . .

one team would be treated so seriously. Mindful of the sixty-year history of banishment from the game for such gambling, Commissioner Peter Ueberroth, on receiving allegations in February 1989 concerning Rose, publicly announced he would begin an investigation, and he appointed New York attorney John W. Dowd as special counsel.

Rose flatly denied the allegation, choosing these unfortunate words in response to one of the commissioner’s questions: “I’d be willing to bet you, if I was a betting man, that I have not bet on baseball.” Although fans, especially those in Cincinnati, were outraged at the thought that their hero was under investigation, the power to investigate rightfully resided in the commissioner’s office, and Pete Rose’s career was in peril.

Were it found that Pete Rose betted on baseball, he would risk a one year ban; if he betted in connection with the Cincinnati Reds, the team he managed, he
risked being banned from baseball for life. Not only was Rose’s livelihood in peril, but also, as he would learn, his baseball legacy.

... the Friends One Keeps

By all accounts, Pete Rose is, in the words of historian James Reston, Jr., an “elemental” baseball player—and man. In a book devoted to the Rose case, Reston describes how intense Rose was about baseball, and the high life that came with it. Rose loved to spend his money on cars and women, and on almost any bet—horses, numbers, the lottery—and sometimes used his celebrity to refuse payment to his bookies. He relied on an amphetamine, “greenies,” to prolong his heroic feeling. Reston also suggests that Rose increasingly used gambling to cope with age and the decline in his baseball powers.

According to Reston, Special Counsel Dowd would learn that by 1985 Rose was running with a fast crowd, writing bad checks and hiding income—typically either by asking that checks be made out to a fictitious name and cashed by friends, or by failing to report payments from memorabilia signings and other appearances.

But the revelations that Rose may have bet on baseball games arose almost as a fluke. In 1988, when the FBI was looking into Gold’s Gym as a venue for drug trafficking, Paul Janszen, a friend of Rose’s, was swept up in the investigation for selling steroids and also, it seems, cocaine. Janszen began cooperating with the FBI, but it was after Rose repaid Janszen only ten thousand dollars of a forty-four thousand dollar loan that an angry Janszen began telling the agents about Rose’s gambling activities. In addition to revealing that Rose failed to report cash earnings from his appearances at baseball card signings, Janszen also said that when Rose and other players appeared at casinos to sign memorabilia, the others were paid for their appearances but Rose received nothing because...
he was paying off gambling debts. Eventually the government would ignore Janssen’s cocaine transactions, and allowed him to plead guilty to tax evasion on steroid sales, for which he received six months in a halfway house.

Two months after his appointment in March 1989, Special Counsel Dowd submitted an over two-hundred-page report detailing Rose’s betting. Dowd concluded, in part:

In order to protect his stature as one of the most famous baseball players in major league history, Pete Rose employed middlemen to place bets for him with bookmakers and at the racetrack and to pay gambling losses and collect gambling winnings, thus concealing his gambling activities.

Dowd’s full report included seven volumes of evidence, including betting sheets that handwriting experts determined were written by Rose, and records of telephone calls Rose made to known bookies immediately prior to baseball games. Dowd found that Rose betted on Reds games—but at least he had betted on his ball club to win, never to lose.

There were many problems with the case made against Rose, perhaps uppermost among them was the FBI’s reliance on unsavory hangers-on to Rose. Dowd relied on materials that were copies (the originals were retained by the FBI) of betting slips stolen from Rose’s home by some of his “friends.” The slips were said to be in Rose’s own hand, yet cronies commonly signed memorabilia in Rose’s name, and so were practiced in his signature.
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Yet Rose’s friends, not known for their general veracity, could not surpass Rose’s own poor judgment and mendacity. In one conversation with Dowd, Rose told a transparent little lie, denying he went to racetracks in summertime, because that was when he was constantly involved in baseball. But he also told a transparent big lie in insisting to Dowd that he owed no one any money. Dowd had the difficult task of weighing Rose’s own flimsy lies against the untrustworthy words of cronies, whose relationships with Rose had soured. Not surprisingly, John Dowd’s report, and subsequent actions of the commissioner’s office, also became a part of the controversy.

Commissioner Ueberroth’s successor, A. Bartlett Giamatti, a former president of Yale University and a Renaissance scholar, continued the Rose investigation. In the midst of the investigation, by all accounts, Giamatti made a huge mistake: he sent a letter to Judge Carl Rubin, who was about to sentence Ron Peters, one of Rose’s gambling connections, asking that Peters be treated leniently for the “candid, forthright and truthful” way Peters had conducted himself with baseball’s investigators, and for his “critical sworn testimony about Mr. Rose and his associates.” Judge Rubin was furious at what he interpreted as the commissioner’s “vendetta against Pete Rose,” and he sent a copy of the letter to Reuven Katz, Rose’s attorney.

After a flurry of legal wrangling, and following intense negotiations, the matter was put to rest on August 23, 1989. Pete Rose accepted permanent suspension from baseball.

The public “Agreement and Resolution” between Rose and Giamatti related the history of the case, and stated in part that Rose had “engaged in conduct not in the best interest of baseball in violation of Major League Rule 21, including, but not limited to, betting on Major League baseball games in connection with which he had a duty to perform” as field manager of the Cincinnati Reds. In the agreement, and presumably to take back the criticism of Giamatti’s letter to Judge Rubin, Rose acknowledged that the commissioner “has acted in good faith throughout the course of the investigation and proceedings,” while in exchange the commissioner made no formal finding on betting allegations (although he was not prevented from making public statements on the matter). Rose agreed that he was to be “permanently ineligible in accordance with Major League Rule 15c and placed on the Ineligible List;” but “nothing in this agreement shall deprive Peter Edward Rose of the right . . . to apply for reinstatement” (although Rose agreed not to “challenge the evaluation of any application for reinstatement”). Finally, but importantly, “Nothing in this agreement shall be deemed either an admission or a denial by Peter Edward Rose of the allegation that he bet on any major league baseball game.”

Civil Society, Democracy, and Civic Renewal

Robert K. Fullinwider, editor

Civil society is receiving renewed attention from academics, politicians, journalists, community leaders, and participants in the voluntary sector. Civil Society, Democracy, and Civic Renewal brings together several of America’s leading scholars—of history, sociology, political science, and philosophy—to explore the meaning of civil society, its positive and negative effects, its relation to government, and its contribution to democracy.

The chapters range widely, taking up the connection between social trust and civic renewal, the role of citizen councils in environmental decision making, the growth of self-help groups and their impact on community, historical patterns of civic activity by women and African Americans, and the place of expertise in public deliberation on scientific and medical issues.

Civil Society, Democracy, and Civic Renewal is a project of the Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy and the National Commission on Civic Renewal. It was written and edited with the support of the Public Policy Program of the Pew Charitable Trusts.

In what baseball historian and legal theorist Roger I. Abrams called the extraction of a full pound of flesh, Giamatti criticized Rose in his prepared remarks publicly announcing the settlement of this “sorry episode,” pronounced that “one of the game’s greatest players has engaged in a variety of acts which have stained” baseball, and fulsomely extolled the beloved place of baseball and his duty to “protect the integrity of the game.”

Pete Rose did not fare well under the agreement he finally made with the commissioner—his permanent ineligibility denied him any connection to baseball. Further, because of a subsequent clarification of its rules—some say precisely to bar Pete Rose—the Hall of
Fame eliminated from consideration anyone on the ineligible list. Rose’s livelihood and legacy evaporated. Bart Giamatti, who perhaps had an open mind about reinstating Rose a year after his ban, died eight days after the agreement was reached. Some contend that Giamatti’s untimely death made matters worse for Rose, since rumor had it that Faye Vincent, the succeeding commissioner, blamed Rose for Giamatti’s death. In July 1990, a federal district court sentenced Rose to five months in prison for tax evasion, based on failure to report $354,986 in earnings from selling autographs.

Rose’s “Sure” Place in the Hall of Fame?

One question that often arises in connection with this episode is whether Pete Rose should be in the baseball Hall of Fame on the basis of his achievements in the sport. If he deserves to be, and is not, then his ban is a greater harm than if his athletic contributions did not merit inclusion in any event.

Criteria for selection to the Hall of Fame are always open for debate, since from its earliest days Hall of Fame executives never established standards for identifying those players most worthy of inclusion. They casually decided to give the vote to newspaper and magazine sportswriters, who represented the media of baseball in 1939; there was, of course, no television, no cable outlets, and so on. Rules were sporadically changed in an attempt to address such problems as the selection of too few players—no player was elected in 1945, 1958, and 1960, for instance, and triennial elections soon were changed to yearly elections—and the over-representation of players from the nineteenth century. Eventually the system that evolved allowed two “doors” into the Hall of Fame, one controlled by the Baseball Writers Association of America (BBWAA), and the other by a select group of about twenty “veterans,” or old-time baseball men. [See Inset]

Probably no one has studied more closely than baseball expert Bill James the many rational—and non-rational—ways of evaluating players’ attributes and contributions. James offers several statistical and subjective methods, which, if applied in even a cursory way, show that Pete Rose’s achievements warrant his inclusion among Hall of Famers. [see the inset on next page]

According to both statistical and subjective standards, Pete Rose’s selection seemed reasonable, if not certain—until his gambling troubles began. Afterwards, one finds two kinds of assessments of his merits as a player. One kind is captured in the sentiments of sports writer Vinny Mallon, who insists that “there is no question that the simply staggering numbers Rose put up merit admission to the Hall on the first ballot.” But one also finds a second sort of response, this articulated by Pete Palmer:

The Pete Rose case is interesting. Putting aside his suspension, let’s look at how he stacks up.

Rose was a slightly above average player who played for an extraordinary length of time. Dick Allen played half as many games as Pete and produced 33 wins above average for his team, compared to 20 for Rose.

The Two Doors into the Hall of Fame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Door #1</th>
<th>Door #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cut to its essentials, a player is not eligible until five years after his career has ended. The Baseball Writers Association of America (BBWAA) draws up a list each year; a committee then eliminates from that list those players obviously not viable (for instance, those who spent much of their careers on the bench). Ballots are mailed to those who have been members of the BBWAA for at least ten years, and each eligible voter can vote for up to ten men. To be selected, a player must be named on seventy-five percent of the ballots. A player is dropped from consideration after being on the ballot for fifteen years; thus, a player loses his eligibility about twenty years after he retires.</td>
<td>Those not selected in their initial fifteen years of eligibility are ineligible for the next five years, after which time they have a second “door”—becoming eligible to be elected by the Veterans Committee. It falls to a “Veterans Committee,” appointed by the Hall’s Board of Trustees, and comprised of old players, writers, and baseball executives, to elect managers, umpires, executives, Negro League players, and others who have given “meritorious service.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Some would say that Palmer’s view is crafted to justify on athletic performance grounds Rose’s exclusion from Hall of Fame consideration after the fact of his ban. It is akin to arguing: Rose is banned from consideration—but he was a mediocre player anyway. Suspect arguments such as this raise the ethically relevant question of the moral weights we ought to give to character and contribution in appraising a player’s overall stature.

Character and (versus?) Contribution

Mr. Palmer is content to exclude Rose from consideration because he was a “mediocre player” in addition to the more important consideration of being a bad actor. Others counter with a comparison of Rose’s bad morals with those of Ty Cobb. Describing Cobb as a mean, vindictive, racist, and a psychotic does not do the man an injustice. Yet Ty Cobb is in the Hall of Fame, and so, some insist, should be Rose. But that argument is suspect as well—expressing in an extreme way the complete irrelevance of character and the supremacy of contribution.

Both arguments express one aspect of American culture: utility above all else. One side contends that Rose should be excluded from Hall of Fame consideration because the worth of his contributions is lessened by his poor character; the other side wants Rose to be in the Hall and have his life in baseball restored to him based on contribution alone. Pete Rose’s case, however, raises the very question of the moral weights we should assign to contribution and character.

“Spring Training Is All Hope”

Roger Angell’s lovely sentiment that spring training is “all hope” points to another dimension of the controversy about Pete Rose. The human condition demands that every person decide for him- or herself whether to view the world as an optimist or pessimist. Generally, the pessimist is one who expects the evil in life to outweigh the good, and who expects the worst possible outcome in any circumstance. The controversy over Pete Rose draws out one extreme kind of pessimist. The cynic does not just accept that the bad outweighs the good: his is an active and directed pessimism. He

Bill James’ Methods, Which Assess Pete Rose’s Merit for Inclusion in the Hall of Fame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity scores. This evaluates the similarity of two players by measuring the distance between them; it is a method of asking, imperfectly but objectively, whether two players are truly similar.</th>
<th>The Hall of Fame standards list. Bill James introduced this method, in which two hundred questions are answered in assessing whether a player did things that one might reasonably expect a Hall of Famer to do. (According to this method, the typical Hall of Famer meets exactly fifty percent of the standards.) Relevant here is Pete Rose’s record-breaking accomplishments—most importantly, breaking Ty Cobb’s hitting record.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The black ink test. This method evaluates (applying a weighted point value system) the player’s league-leading performance, and tries to highlight the best players from each era. Although players with big seasons are more likely voted into the Hall than players of overall accomplishment but greater consistency, the black ink test rewards a long career, high batting average, and “punch”—all essentials in a Hall of Famer, and all possessed by Rose. In addition to having the most hits of all time, Rose holds the record for most singles (3,215), at-bats (14,053) and games played (3,562). He collected at least 100 hits in his first 23 seasons, had more than 200 hits in a season ten times, was the most prolific switch-hitter in history. Rose is the only player to play 500 games at each of five different positions.</td>
<td>The Hall of Fame career monitor. This method tries to predict whether a player would go into the Hall of Fame, and is used in discussing active players. Unlike the Hall of Fame standards list, which looks at career totals, the career monitor evaluates mostly seasonal accomplishments. Here too, Rose did have those seasonal accomplishments—for instance, he led the league in hits in seven seasons—and was talked about as a virtual certainty for Hall of Fame inclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Keltner list. The list is not a statistical method, but rather asks a series of subjective questions, such as: Was this man the best player of his time? Asking these questions leads one, so James contends, to see almost intuitively what the answers are, which is helpful in thinking through whether or not a player deserves Hall of Fame inclusion. Pete Rose’s selection into the Hall of Fame was assumed to be certain—until his gambling troubles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not only believes that everyone is motivated by selfishness and denies the sincerity of motives and actions, but he also tirelessly pries into motives until, with grim satisfaction, he uncovers a flaw.

Current American culture seems to offer abundant evidence of the triumph of the cynics. This was not always the case. Although baseball had a firm hand in shaping the image of the game as an ideal of boyhood—and despite life’s lessons to the contrary, for most ordinary people—baseball’s popularity shows that people wanted to be optimists, to believe that it was possible for even seriously flawed players to achieve a moment in which talent, skill, luck, and abandon prevail over ego and greed; a moment in which self-interest and calculation gave way to the sheer joy of the game.

But, as many have pointed out, today baseball is no longer the defining American sport, having yielded perhaps to football or basketball. Business and marketing decisions aside, one can argue that the loss of baseball’s preeminent place evidences the rise of cynicism. Americans are now, more than ever, an impatient people: they don’t (or can’t) will away three or four hours to watch a game. And the present moment, and its thrilling displays, is more important than the appreciation of a single, often slow, game—an appreciation which is enriched by comparison with past games. Further, some might say that Americans have come to admire too much the obvious and the ostentatious. Sheer physical power and speed are more admired than the slower, more deliberate play of ordinary physiques plying talent and guile to win. Victory is celebrated more frequently by open gloating than by gracious sportsmanship. Americans also have a diminished regard for loyalty. Although some fans will never forgive the Brooklyn Dodgers for heading west, the “branding” of teams as commercial properties—making them more mobile, as Americans themselves are more mobile—makes it harder to cultivate life-long loyalties.

Increased impatience, fixation on the moment, admiration for ostentation, and diminished loyalty all reflect the cynicism of contemporary American culture. Americans are afraid of retaining, much less cultivating, childlike wonder and joy, because if that innocence is betrayed, we fear looking foolish and becoming vulnerable to ridicule. Afraid to be optimistic, we become cynical. But cynicism corrodes under its armor. Assuming that everything, and everyone, is less good or worthy than he or she appears, the cynic chooses to live in that stable state of continual disappointment. To the cynic, Rose is to be celebrated until his flawed character is revealed, after which Rose deserves ignominy, with no place for him in the baseball world, much less any recognition of his achievements. To honor his contributions in the face of the revelations about his character would be to reveal ourselves as suckers or chumps—the one thing the cynic wants most to avoid.

The cynical conviction that everyone is less than he or she appears leads one to have only short-lived heroes. Truly having heroes opens one up to accepting less control, having greater faith in others, and, as every optimist knows, facing the certainty of disappointment. The cynic substitutes the possibility of heroes with the fashion of celebrity. But once the novelty wears off, when one learns of a flaw—like finding a fray in a once beloved garment—the cynic simply abandons this celebrity in favor of a new one, based not on good reasons, but on any whimsey, validating the correctness of his unyielding posture of preemptive disappointment.

Baseball has a way to reward stellar character and contributions—and punish its lapses and failures. I suggest that Pete Rose should be in the Hall of Fame to acknowledge his contributions to the excellence of the game, which can include not just performance but also perseverance. (One recent, noteworthy, example of this kind of achievement is that of Cal Ripkin, Jr., who in 1995 broke Lou Gehrig’s record—held for nearly sixty years—for consecutive games played (2,130). While Ripkin now holds the record for consecutive games played, Pete Rose is the record holder for most games played, at 3,562.) Baseball is, after all, a comparative game. Its meaning and appreciation demand comparison—to past games, seasons, teams, one player’s statistics pitted against another’s. Any attempted erasure of Rose’s place in that history diminishes the understanding and appreciation of the game itself.

Although Pete Rose deserves Hall of Fame election, I also suggest that he should remain barred from participation, of any form, in baseball to acknowledge the harm—or the risk of harm—his character brought to the game. For myself, I would prefer an eventual rapprochement between Rose and the commissioner’s office—with Rose coming clean about his past activities and the commissioner’s office allowing reconsideration for Hall of Fame selection but not allowing Rose’s resumed participation in baseball. (Again, for myself, I would prefer that Rose’s clean breast be made under the auspices of the commissioner’s office, and not as part of a weepy and confessional talk show appearance.)

At its best, a baseball photo, observes Roger Angell, “shows a perfectly arrested moment of joy.” One particularly, and deservedly, well known photo of Pete Rose captures his head-first slide onto a base. His arms are extended as far as they will reach, his cap has flown off yards ago, and he is staring at the only object in his universe: that base. As a human being, Pete Rose might not yet have cultivated many wonderful qualities—but how many of us can claim to deserve Spouse-, Parent-, or Human Being-of-the-Year awards ourselves? Yet Rose knew joy in baseball. By nature, joy is momentary and, if we are lucky, knowing that it is fleeting intensifies our joy. The Hall of Fame memorializes these
magnificent moments, allowing men such as Rose to relive them once again. Surely he deserves that, since the enjoyment of perfect moments is, after all, the gift ballplayers give to their fans.

As this article goes to press, Pete Rose has announced that a new book, My Prison Without Bars, to be released within days, will contain his admission that he betted on baseball. According to a January 6, 2004 New York Times report, Rose conceded, “My actions, which I thought were benign, call the integrity of the game into question. And there’s no excuse for that, but there’s also no reason to punish me forever.” Rose hopes his admission will lead to the removal of his ban from baseball, clearing the way for Hall of Fame selection and renewed participation in the game. Reaction to his admission has ranged from derision to outrage. His revelation does not change my sentiments.

Reaction to the removal of his ban from baseball, clearing the way for Hall of Fame selection and renewed participation in the game. Reaction to his admission has ranged from derision to outrage. His revelation does not change my sentiments.

James Reston, Jr., Collision at Home Plate: The Lies of Pete Rose and Bart Giamatti (HarperCollins Publishers, 1991); according to Reston, Rose’s bets were not penny ante: Reston reports that Rose typically bet between $2,000–5,000 per game on football and basketball, and in one documented thirty-six day period, Rose bet about $16,000 per day, or almost $600,000 for the period. John Dowd’s report can be viewed at: http://www.baseball1.com/bb-data/rose/dowd/dowd_loch.html. Rose sued in Hamilton County state court, in his hometown, Cincinnati, seeking an injunction against the commissioner. Rose’s attorneys argued that the commissioner’s letter showed that he was biased against Rose. The judge grants the injunction, concluding that Giamatti had “prejudged” Rose’s case. In response, the commissioner’s office sought to remove the case to federal court in Columbus, Ohio (it was speculated that this venue would remove Rose from his fan base, and place the case in Cleveland Indian territory). That court agreed with the commissioner that it could take jurisdiction of the case. Pete Rose’s account of the accusation of gambling, and his reasons for settling with the commissioner’s office are recounted in his memoir, My Story (co-authored with Roger Kahn), (Macmillan Pub. Co., 1989), p. 253 and following; in his disjointed explanation for why he settled with the commissioner’s office—although he denies betting on baseball—Rose insists that there was no bidding of his betting on baseball, and therefore he and his legal team held the hope of reinstatement after one year, with Commissioner Giamatti’s assurance that he had an open mind. He also denied charges that some items commemorating his achievements—a World Series ring, a sports car given on the night he surpassed Ty Cobb, among them—were forfeited to pay gambling debts. For a history of the Hall of Fame, and an examination of and recommendations for selection criteria, see Bill James, The Politics of Glory: How Baseball’s Hall of Fame Really Works (Macmillan Pub. Co., 1994). For an example of legal action concerning collusion in the market for free agents, see: Major League Baseball Players Association v. Steve Garvey, 532 U.S. 101; 121 Sup. Ct. 1724 (2001). In his famous Supreme Court decision, Oliver Wendell Holmes contended that, although teams played in different cities and states and traveled across state lines to play another, baseball games were “purely state affairs” and traveling across state lines to play was not interstate commerce, but “a mere incident, not the essential thing.” Federal Baseball Club of Baltimore, Inc. v. National League of Professional Baseball Clubs, et al., 259 U.S. 200; 42 Sup. Ct. 465 (1922). On the history of baseball and gambling, and on the legal aspects of the Pete Rose case, see the very useful work: Roger I. Abrams, Legal Bases: Baseball and the Law (Temple Univ. Press, 1998); Landis banned the “Black Sox,” even after a Chicago jury acquitted the men (even though, the pitcher, Eddie Cicotte, and “Shoeless Joe” Jackson, confessed to the fix—and their confessions were somehow lost!) Many books have recounted the history of the scandal—Eight Men Out, a book (written by Eliot Asinof) and an entertaining film, details the events of the 1919 World Series scandal. The relevant section of Article 1, Section 2, of the Major League Agreement statement in full:

BETTING ON BALL GAMES. Any player, umpire or club or league official or employer who shall bet any sum whatsoever upon any baseball game in connection with which the bettor has not duty to perform, shall be declared ineligible for one year. Any player, umpire or club or league official or employer who shall bet any sum whatsoever upon any baseball game in connection with which the bettor has a duty to perform shall be declared permanently ineligible.
Globalization’s Major Inconsistencies

Herman E. Daly

Advocates of globalization want goods, services, and capital to flow without restriction across national boundaries. They contend that global gains are made from free trade. But what about the free migration of people? The same economic logic of global gains from trade applies with equal force to free movement of labor (or human capital). Globalization and free trade advocates, along with such powerful organizations as the World Trade Organization (WTO), the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) all support the free flow of goods, services, and capital. Yet they do not support the free migration of people.

Although people do not migrate freely, many jobs do. Recently, for instance, the task of writing welfare checks to New Jersey’s unemployed was “outsourced” to India, prompting an alert politician to publicly wonder whether at least some unemployed citizens of New Jersey could not be employed writing welfare checks to remaining unemployed citizens. But such common sense is ruled out by the reality of low wages in India and the “logic” of global efficiency. This “logic” is mistakenly held by many free trade advocates to derive from eighteenth century economist David Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage. The purpose of this article is to examine why the view of free trade advocates and some supporters of globalization is mistaken. One can usefully begin by recalling several essential elements of the view of comparative advantage to see the mistaken logic of one aspect of efficiency.

Absolute versus Comparative Advantage

Briefly, a country has an absolute advantage in producing a good if it can produce that good with less labor and capital per unit than can other countries. A country has a comparative advantage if it can produce that good more cheaply (with less labor and capital) relative to other goods than is the case in other countries. In the first case one compares absolute costs across countries; in the second case one compares absolute costs within each country and compares ratios of internal national costs between countries. Ricardo showed that countries can mutually benefit from free trade so long as their internal cost ratios differ, regardless of absolute cost differences. This is considered by some to be the “deepest and most beautiful result in all of economics.” As a result, according to this view, capital and labor should be devoted in each country to producing those goods that are relatively cheapest for it to produce, and a country should trade for those goods that are relatively more expensive to produce internally. However, if capital (and labor) can cross borders to pursue absolutely lower cost, then the whole reason-to-be for comparative advantage as a clever adaptation to the constraint of internationally immobile capital and labor completely disappears!

The question thus arises: why constrain labor; that is, why prevent people from moving as free economic actors in the new, global economy? One reason for the restraint on migration has much to do with the fact that placing constraints on the mobility of a factor of production puts that factor at a competitive disadvantage in the distributive struggle. Because capital is more mobile than labor, capital has more options,
increasing its bargaining power in wage negotiations. Companies threaten to move to another country—an easy transfer of capital—and workers relinquish their wage demands because it is impossible for them to move as well. Further, since the WTO, IBRD, and IMF are friendlier to capital than to labor, they promote the international mobility of capital but not of labor. (The Wall Street Journal, typically friendly to capital interests, surprisingly yet consistently favors free migration of labor. However, when one looks closer, perhaps what the Journal actually favors is free immigration of cheap labor into the US.)

The Free Trader’s Misgivings about Open Migration

At a deeper level, free trade advocates perhaps recoil from free migration because they can see that it would lead to massive relocation of people between world regions of vastly differing wealth, creating a tragedy of the open access commons. The strain on local communities, both the sending and the receiving, would be enormous. In the face of unlimited migration, they might ask, how could any national community maintain a minimum wage, a welfare program, subsidized medical care, or a public school system? How could a nation punish its criminals and tax evaders if workers were free to emigrate? Indeed, one wonders, would it not be much cheaper to encourage emigration of a country’s poor, sick, or criminals, rather than run welfare programs, charity hospitals, and prisons? (Fidel Castro took precisely this course of action in opening Cuba’s jails in 1980. His policy encouraged a mass migration of prisoners and others that became part of the wave of “marielito” immigrants to the US.) Further, one might reasonably wonder how a country could reap the benefit of educational investments made in its own citizens if those citizens are free to emigrate. Would nations continue to make such investments in the face of free migration and a continuing “brain drain”? Would a country make investments in education if it experienced massive immigration pressures, which would dilute the educational resources of the nation? Would any country any longer try to limit its birth rate, since children who migrate abroad and send back remittances can be a good investment, a fact that might increase the birth rate? (With unfettered...
Few would deny that some migration is a very good thing—but this discussion concerns free migration, where ‘free’ means deregulated, uncontrolled, unlimited, as in “free” trade or “free” capital mobility. One must also be mindful that immigrants are people, frequently disadvantaged people. It is a terrible thing to be “anti-immigrant.” Free migration is a policy, and one can be “anti-immigration,” or more accurately “pro-immigration limits” without in the least being anti-immigrant. One kind of globalization advocate, the global cosmopolitan, thinks that it is immoral to make any policy distinction between citizen and noncitizen and therefore favors free migration. Global cosmopolitans also suggest that free migration is the shortest route to their vision of the *summum bonum*, equality of wages worldwide. Their point is fair enough—there is some logic in their position, so long as the global cosmopolitan is willing to see wages equalized at a low level. But those who support free migration as the shortest route to equality of wages worldwide could only with great difficulty try to contend with problems of an open-access commons, and the worry of the destruction of the existing local culture and economy, and other issues raised in the preceding paragraph.

A more workable moral guide is the recognition that one’s obligation to non-citizens is to do them no harm, while one’s obligation to fellow citizens is first to do no harm, and then try to do positive good. The many dire consequences of globalization—such as over-specialization in a few volatile export commodities (petroleum, timber, minerals, and other extractive goods with little value added locally, for instance), crushing debt burdens, exchange rate risks and speculative currency destabilization, foreign corporate control of national markets, unnecessary monopolization of “trade-related intellectual property rights” (typically patents on prescription drugs), and not least, easy immigration in the interests of lower wages and cheaper exports—amply show that the “do no harm” criterion is still far from being met.

### The Erasure of Economic Policy?

If globalization and free trade advocates refuse to accept that their own view entails embracing free
migration, then perhaps they might consider whether their reluctance has a solid basis. They might ask themselves if some of their misgivings about the free flow of people might also apply to the free flow of those elements that are vital to people, especially capital, but also goods and services. Markets abhor boundaries, but public policy in the interest of community requires boundaries. Markets require policy and laws for their functioning, so indirectly even markets ultimately require boundaries.

Since globalization is the erasure of national borders for economic purposes, it also comes close to being the erasure of national economic policy as well. In addition, globalization even implies the erasure of international economic policy. For example, suppose all nations agreed to the Kyoto Accord on Global Warming. Now try to imagine how these nations could enforce domestically what they had agreed to internationally if they have no control over their borders. Institutions of control would have to be global because the unit being controlled would be global. And ‘global’ is not to be understood in the federated sense of cooperation among individual nations that control their borders, but in the cosmopolitan sense of formerly separate economies now integrated into a single borderless world economy. The strength of global integration might be expressed in the following analogy: International interdependence is to global integration as friendship is to marriage. All nations must be friends, but they probably should not attempt multilateral marriage.

Opposing free trade does not necessarily entail supporting no trade at all in a world of self-sufficient nations. The opposite of free trade is not no trade, it is regulated trade. Rather, one reasonably can advocate for regulated trade, which is certainly the historical norm. The term “free trade” has become a rhetorically persuasive label for deregulated trade. No one is against freedom, or against trade, but many are against the total deregulation of international commerce. Consider recent examples: Was deregulation of the savings and loan banks such a good idea? Has deregulation of financial markets, stock markets, and energy markets been such a success? Given these fiascos, one wonders why the traditional regulation of international commerce in the national interest has become anathema to most economists. Do they want to abolish the nation and institute a world government? Perhaps they want to create a global open-access commons for corporations to competitively plunder? Given the arrogance and closed mindedness of the free trade establishment it is understandable that the streets of Seattle, and subsequent venues of WTO meetings, have become battlegrounds.

The recent breakdown of WTO talks in Cancun, Mexico, lamented by many, was nevertheless encouraging to others—people are waking up! One source of the breakdown was the absurd, yet long standing, practice of the US and Europe to insist to developing nations that they should practice free trade policies, while the US and Europe massively subsidize their own agricultural concerns. Such subsidies ruin farmers of the developing world and deny them any hope of even relative food self-sufficiency. Developing nations might reasonably respond by enacting countervailing tariffs on agricultural imports, thereby protecting their own agriculture (i.e., negating the advantage of the US and European domestic subsidies). Subsequently, developing countries might negotiate reductions in import tariffs for corresponding reductions in export subsidies. But one sees none of these innovations because the developing world too is entranced by the global model of export-led growth rather than import-substitution. They seem to prefer expending their efforts in forcing open the markets of other countries rather than in developing their own internal markets under legitimate protection. Developing internal markets requires a broader distribution of income as well as temporary protection for nascent industries. These are politically difficult measures, and are also often opposed by the IMF. “Protection” is considered a pejorative among trade economists, but when pressed on their inconsistency—why they do not favor the “invigorating competition” of free migration—free trade advocates resort to some form of protectionist argument. Yet historically one sees that all developed countries have resorted to protection, most obviously of infant industries and of agriculture.

Comparative Advantage Misapplied

Advocates of globalization and free trade consistently hold that migration of labor should not be free. The inconsistency is important, but there exists a crucial subtlety that requires clarification. Once one...
extends the traditional comparative advantage argument for free trade in goods and services to free trade in capital, then one must realize that it is inconsistent not to apply the comparative advantage argument to other factors, such as labor, as well. But here is the question: Was the first extension, from goods to factors such as capital, legitimate in the first place? The answer is no, since within the context of the traditional comparative advantage argument for free trade, the argument explicitly accepts as a premise the immobility of capital between countries! Both labor and capital must stay at home for Ricardo’s comparative advantage argument for free trade to work. If capital and labor, as well as goods and services, are free to move between trading units then we are in the realm of interregional trade, not international trade. For interregional trade the operative principle is absolute advantage, not comparative advantage. If different regions of the same country are integrated, free trade on the basis of absolute advantage gives way to absolute advantage.

One may certainly make a reasonable argument for free trade and specialization in a world of capital mobility and absolute advantage. Alternatively, if one wishes to keep the world safe for comparative advantage and free trade in goods, one must also argue for immobile capital and labor. Yet today’s free trade advocates base their case on comparative advantage without being willing to accept the necessary premise of capital immobility. They reason that if free trade in goods is beneficial, then adding free trade in capital just makes it all the more beneficial. However, this view is contrary both to Ricardo and, one might add, logical argumentation, since one cannot use the conclusion of an argument to deny one of its premises.

Further, the reason free traders do not make the free trade case in terms of absolute advantage is because they then would lose the theoretical guarantee that each nation is better off as a result of free trade. Under absolute advantage, free trade does not necessarily benefit both partners, although it does benefit the world as a whole in net terms; under comparative advantage free trade does benefit both partners, although not equally. Now one can begin to understand the attitude not just of free trade advocates, but of organizations such as the WTO, IMF, and IBRD. The mutual benefit of free trade is a trump card that these advocates and organizations do not want to give up. Without that trump card they would have to face the political question of distribution of these global gains, and they would have to explicitly acknowledge that some countries could lose from free trade.

Who Benefits?

Unwillingness to face this issue is ultimately what led to the failure of the Cancun talks. The South has come to suspect that it is a net loser under the de facto absolute advantage regime of globalization, while the North hides behind the irrelevant theoretical truth that in a comparative advantage regime free trade must necessarily benefit both parties. The theoretical truth is rendered irrelevant by the globalization advocates’ insistence on free capital mobility, thereby negating a fundamental premise of comparative advantage. The free trade view chooses to see some aspects of trade and ignore others. They consider only the global sum of individual gains from trade, but they ignore how these gains (and losses) are distributed among individuals or communities, even national communities.

In theory, global gains are even greater under absolute advantage than under comparative advantage because the former removes the constraint of factor immobility. The absolute advantage argument is also considered a very high-minded position, untainted by the sordid vestiges of “nationalism” logically required for comparative advantage. However, if free trade advocates such as the WTO, IMF, and IBRD too explicitly proclaim their globally individualistic cosmopolitan view that only global net gains from trade matter, not how gains and losses are distributed among nations—then they are left with an important and problematic consideration.

Consider the IMF, which is a federation of members and which exists to serve the interests of its members. But the IMF’s members are nations, not individuals, not cosmopolitan, global individuals, and not even transnational corporate “individuals.” By vigorously promoting globalization, the IMF has long subverted the independence of its member countries, serving instead the vision of a cosmopolitan, globalized, integrated world economy, rather than the vision of its charter—a federation of nations cooperating as sovereign units to advance the national interests of all members.
Working contrary to its charter, the IMF promotes integration at the global level but at the cost of disintegration at the national level. As the old saying goes: to make an omelet, you have to break some eggs. And to carry the analogy forward, one might say that to integrate the global omelet you have to dis-integrate the national eggs. This is the agenda adopted by the IMF, aided by the WTO and the World Bank. Certainly, the IMF should explain to its member countries that their interests as nations are no longer of concern to the cosmopolitan world citizens who run the IMF. One can reasonably wonder: if the IMF no longer serves the interests of its member nations, then whose interests is it serving? This was the tacit question raised to the IMF’s partner, the WTO, in Cancun. The developing South, and many in the developed North, would have preferred an answer rather than the evasions they received. Rest assured that question and others raised in this present discussion will be present at the next WTO meeting, along with protesters in the streets.
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William A. Galston

Isaiah Berlin first advanced the moral theory of value pluralism in the 1950s and it subsequently was developed by a number of distinguished scholars, including Galston. In Liberal Pluralism, Galston defends a version of value pluralism for political theory and practice. Against the contentions of John Gray and others, Galston argues that value pluralism undergirds a kind of liberal politics that gives great weight to the ability of individuals and groups to live their lives in accordance with their deepest beliefs about what gives meaning and purpose to life. This account of liberal pluralism is shown to have important implications for political deliberation and decision-making, for the design of public institutions, and for the division of legitimate authority among government, religious institutions, civil society, parents and families, and individuals.

Liberal pluralism leads to a vision of a good society in which political institutions are active in a limited sphere and in which, within broad limits, families and civil associations may organize and conduct themselves in ways that are not congruent with the principles that govern the public sphere.

William A. Galston is a distinguished political philosopher whose work is informed by the experience of having served from 1993-1995 as President Clinton’s Deputy Assistant for Domestic Policy. He is Saul I. Stern Professor of Civic Engagement at the School of Public Affairs, University of Maryland; Director at the Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy; and Director of the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement (CIRCLE). He is the author of numerous articles and several books, including Liberal Purposes (Cambridge, 1991), which won the Spitz Prize. He is also a Senior Advisor to the Democratic Leadership Council and the Progressive Policy Institute.
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